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ORIGINS 2

Walter Hardwick was arguably the most 
influential alderman in Vancouver’s 
history.  In this reprint of my column from 
Business in Vancouver, you’ll find out 
why he was the Father of False Creek.

Click here. [For a previous PT article on 
the Origins of False Creek, click here.]

Fun with infrastructure.  Water projects, 
road work, transit vehicles – some of the 
latest.

Click here.

Kids in high-density neighbourhoods –
a comparison between Vancouver and 
Portland.

Click here.

Comments and clippings from Brooklyn, 
Sydney, London and Vancouver.

Click here.

http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags50.pdf


"A magician in a bow-tie and Hush Puppies.“
– Warren Gill, SFU Vice-president

When it comes time to write the definitive history of 
urban development in the late 20th century, it's a 
very good bet that there will be a chapter on False 
Creek.  And it will be giving credit to Walter Hardwick 
- the Father of False Creek.

Above the bow-tie, Walter Hardwick wore many hats: 
UBC geography professor, Vancouver alderman, 
Deputy Minister of Education, chair of the National 
Capital Commission, and public intellectual who 
conceived not just of False Creek, not just of the 
mechanisms that we use to shape Vancouver today, 
but of a livable region from Nanaimo to Hope.



Hardwick’s obsession was surely False Creek.  His children 
remember him slogging through the polluted industrial muck in 
gumboots.  In 1958, at the age of 26, he was researching the 
land economics of the basin.  In the mid 1960s, he worked with 
the UBC architecture faculty on a startling vision for high-
density residential development (below right) around a water 
body that some politicians of the day wanted to fill in (below 
left).



As the first alderman elected from TEAM - the civic 
reform movement that he helped pioneer - he persuaded 
a somnolent Council to renew the leases on the city's 
False Creek lands for only one year.  It was a small, 
clever step, indicative of Hardwick's strategy: at once 
pragmatic and Machiavellian.  

By 1972, when TEAM gained power under Mayor Art 
Phillips, Hardwick was ready to put in place the principles 
and mechanisms that would transform the creek.  



Whether it was 
opposition to the 
freeways that would 
have ruined 
Vancouver, or the 
creation of the 
discretionary zoning 
system that makes 
Vancouver work 
today, Walter 
Hardwick was a 
pivotal player. 

He may have been 
based in academia, 
but he always 
believed in broad-
based citizen 
participation and 
transparency of 
process. 

According to Art Phillips (below), he could play detective 
with Council reports, looking for the little things that indicated 
the bigger pattern - say, a piece of land purchased out 
around Cassiar that suggested a right-of-way for a future 
freeway.  He could also use his powers of persuasion to 
convert a sceptical opposition - most notably when he 
convinced downtown property owners that a drop in density 
would actually be in their interest.  



In the 1980s, when another 
rookie mayor was looking 
for a way to enable the 
GVRD to do strategic 
planning after the function 
was pre-empted by the 
province, it was Hardwick 
who showed Gordon 
Campbell (right) how it 
could be done.  And it was 
to Hardwick that Campbell 
turned when, as chairman 
of the regional district, he
needed someone to construct a new agenda (below left) that 
led to the current plan under which we live.  Said Ken 
Cameron, the GVRD planner at the time, Hardwick was "the 
maitre d' for a restaurant of the mind.“

Hardwick wrote and 
published articles and 
books on Vancouver, 
he led protest 
marches and field 
trips, he mentored a 
generation of leaders, 
he never stopped 
scheming and 
strategizing.  He even 
water-skied across 
the Georgia Strait.     



Mike Harcourt 
(left) suggested 
a possibility.  
There is a bleak 
space of wide 
roads, train 
tracks and 
parking lots 
around 
Waterfront 
Station.  In 2010, 
with the new 
convention 
centre and RAV 
line, it will be the 
gateway to the 
city.  Here, says 
Harcourt, is the 
opportunity to 
build "Walter 
Hardwick Place."

Arguably, Hardwick was one of the most effective politicians in 
the city's history, illustrating the obvious point that you don't 
need to be mayor to have influence.  Possibly as a 
consequence of not being a mayor, however, there is nothing 
in the city that memorializes his contribution.



Walter Hardwick Place



WHAT’S:THIS



These are two pipes for the Seymour-Capilano Filtration 
Plant, currently under construction on the North Shore.  

(Compare them with the size of the power plant.)

It’s the biggest project ever undertaken by the GVRD.  With 
over a half-billion-dollar budget, it will contain the world’s 

largest UV disinfection works.

http://www.gvrd.bc.ca/water/pdfs/SCFPOverview.pdf


ONE MOREONE MOREONE MORE
REASON*REASON*REASON*



WHY TRANSLINK
MAY BE THE BEST
TRANSPORTATION 
AGENCY ON THE 
CONTINENT! 

*

Trolley drivers: Angus McIntyre, Derek Cheung



On July 20th, TransLink took possession 
of the first of 228 new trolley buses - one 

of the largest orders of electric transit 
vehicles in the world.  

On the same day, it approved purchase of 
compressed natural-gas buses – the first of a 

thousand new vehicles for the fleet.  

It also approved a new transit plan for 
Vancouver/UBC, and it extended the hours for 

bicycles on SkyTrain.

Not bad for one meeting.



SO HOW COME
IT’S SO GOOD?

* Because, at 12 percent, TransLink has the highest transit 
share region-wide in North America.  (It’s 40 percent in the 
Central Business District.)

Because transit share in the Vancouver city jumped by  25 
percent over two years, thanks to U-Pass.

Because it runs all kinds of transit services, from SkyTrain
to community shuttles.  TransLink matches service to 
demand, achieving efficiencies unavailable to single-mode 
providers.  (For instance, community shuttles are now 
providing a fifth of all transit service.)

Because it handles road and transit planning for the whole 
region. 

Because it has a sustainable, predictable revenue stream 
and doesn’t have to go to other levels of government each 
year for appropriations.  

Because it has a long-term capital plan of $4 billion 
unmatched by any other urban agency in North America.

*
*

*
*
*



AND WILL THAT CHANGE 
ANYONE’S LESS 

FLATTERING OPINION?

Not a chance.



The city completely shut 
down 12th Avenue from 

Nanaimo to Fraser to  
replace water and sewer 

lines.  This is the 
engineering equivalent of 

open-heart surgery.  

Without traffic, a strange 
quiet descended on the 

neighbourhood.  What was 
once a divided community 

was briefly whole.

The traffic adjusted.

.          In a city without 
freeways but with a lot of 

travel options, there’s more 
flexibility in the system than 

we think.     

12th
EAST



Tom Hanks, Actor
Vassar College Commencement Speech

“Smart folks concocted a computer simulation of gridlock to 
determine how many cars should be taken off the road to turn a 
completely jammed and stilled highway into a free-flowing one. 
The results were startling. Four cars needed to be removed ... 
four cars out of each one hundred .... 

“Call it the Power of Four.... If merely four people out of a 
hundred can make gridlock go away by choosing not to use 
their car, imagine the other changes that can be wrought just by
four of us out of a hundred.”



No kids on the block 
BY RANDY GRAGG

July 07, 2005 

The OregonianThe Oregonian

VANCOUVER, B.C. -- Vancouver is experiencing a 
downtown traffic jam its city planners never anticipated. 

Baby strollers -- hundreds of them. 

The Canadian city has led North America's urban 
renaissance, doubling its downtown population to 
80,000 in just 15 years. But as new urban dwellers 
have flocked to fill the city's famously thin, glass high-
rises, the strollers crowding the streets below hail 
another boom -- babies. 



Along with other so-called "cool cities" 
such as San Francisco, Seattle and San 
Diego, Portland has built thousands of new 
downtown condos and apartments, luring 
empty nesters and young professionals to 
city life. But few children are among them. 

Click here for full story.  And here for companion story.

PORTLANDPORTLAND’’S PEARL DISTRICTS PEARL DISTRICT

http://www.oregonlive.com/news/oregonian/index.ssf?/base/front_page/1120750425124940.xml&coll=7&thispage=1
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/oregonian/index.ssf?/base/portland_news/1120750956124940.xml&coll=7


Cascadia Scorecard Weblog
Northwest Environment Watch's take on the news that really matters

What does it matter, really, if 
there are a few neighborhoods 
in a huge metropolis that 
appeal more to the childless --
empty nesters, young singles 
and couples, and people who 
choose to remain childless --
than to families with kids? Does 
that somehow prove that the 
Pearl District is a bad 
neighborhood? …

Vancouver central city has 
more kids largely because it 
has more people, period … But 
residents of downtown 
Vancouver are still a very low-
fertility bunch. As the graph to 
the right shows, lifetime fertility 
rates in downtown Vancouver 
have been stuck at about 0.6 
children per women …

Click here for full story. 

They're Kidding,              
Right?

http://cascadiascorecard.typepad.com/blog/population/index.html


From the New York Times

BROOKLYN, NY
Instant Skyline Added 
to Brooklyn Arena Plan
Diane Cardwell July 5, 2005 

The project, the largest proposed outside Manhattan in decades, 
would include much more housing than originally announced in 
2003, growing to about 6,000 units from 4,500, according to a 
plan made available to The New York Times. But the real impact 
would be in the size and density of the buildings (designed by 
Frank Gehry), which are taller and bulkier than once envisioned. 

[Click for full article.]



With 17 buildings, many of them soaring 40 to 50 stories, the 
project would forever transform the borough and its often-
intimate landscape, creating a dense urban skyline reminiscent 
of Houston or Dallas.

Pictures from Gehry Partners, LLP

Click here for column by Nicolai
Ouroussoff

Opposition is strong among some 
residents of the quiet surrounding 
neighborhoods, who … accuse 
state and city officials of giving 
Mr. Ratner unfair concessions 
and charge that the development 
will strain public services and 
destroy their quality of life.

The plan calls for direct subsidies 
of $100 million each from the city 
and state for site improvements 
to the area.

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/07/05/nyregion/05appraisal.html


I am, you are, we are ... 
Mediocre
Great buildings don't just happen, writes Elizabeth 
Farrelly, and Australia seems to go out of its way to 
prevent them.

July 9, 2005

… the mediocrity persists. You can see it in our 
universities, rapidly morphing from temples of higher 
learning into profit centres. You can see it in our 
suburbs…. You can see it in the way we struggle to 
cocoon our lives so that risk and (God forbid) death barely 
rate cognisance. And you can see it in our arts, fearlessly 
fostering political correctness in all its dreary forms. Let's 
not undersell ourselves here. Mediocrity is what we do 
best. It's how we know we're Australian. 

TRY THIS AT HOME:

Substitute “Canadian” for 
“Australian” and see if you can 

tell the difference.

For full article, click here.

SYDNEY

http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2005/07/12/1120934223577.html


LONDON

What will London look like with another 
£100bn-worth of new buildings? [Like 
New York after 9/11, London assumes it 
will continue to thrive.]

The Guardian does a survey of NLA –
New London Architecture - which you 
find by clicking here.

The Willis Building
Foster and Partners

Vancouver, by 
comparison, has not 
seen commissions 
from starchitects like 
Norman Foster …
until now.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/gallery/0,8542,1535805,00.html


VANCOUVE
NORMAN FOSTER IN

R
At 23.03 FSR
(a measurement of 
density), this building 
is more than three 
times denser than 
the maximum 
allowed for the area 
(achieved largely 
through heritage 
bonuses and 
transfers.)  

Yet this 37-storey 
building at 828 West 
Hastings  received 
no coverage when it 
was approved by 
City Council on June 
16th, there were no 
speakers at the 
public hearing, there 
was no debate.

It will surely be one 
of the more 
remarkable buildings 
in the city, not so 
much for its density, 
nor even perhaps for 
its architect, but for 
its ‘sustainability’.



There are of 
course 

inherent 
benefits from 

mixed-use, 
high-density 

buildings 
incorporating 

existing 
structures.

But Foster has been 
specializing in green 
buildings, and intends that 
828 West Hastings achieve 
LEED Gold by using 
techniques developed in 
Europe.

The building will have natural ventilation (even in the office 
component), green roofs, grey-water systems, co-
generation, and the ability to balance energy demand over 
the day because of the residential/commercial mix.  The 
building has even been profiled to take advantage of wind 
flow to reduce energy demand.



Vancouver West Side House Prices
1975-2005 

There are four distinct peaks (including the 
present one.)                           

The first two, in the 1980s, had a very 
sharp and short correction. The most 
recent peak, in 1995, saw the 'soft landing' 
type slow depreciation. 

- From Vancouver Housing Market Blog

Next time someone says "Real estate never 
goes down in Vancouver,” show them this. 

http://van-housing.blogspot.com/


Price Tags 72 – Commercial Drive

RE:SPONSE
My husband and I just moved out of the Commercial 
Drive neighbourhood. We were there for almost five 
years but got really fed up with the rapid increase in 
crime of late; so much so that we decided we’d had 
enough. 

It didn’t help that we were very close to a very large 
BC Housing complex with a big group of unruly young 
teens who roamed the neighbourhood at all hours, 
but we had to rescue heroin addicts three times from 
staggering around in a stupor in the middle of the 
road last Christmas time, and often found drunks 
passed out on the boulevard in the summer months. 

After the back-to back break-ins within six days 
where even the Police were convinced our place was 
being watched from very close by, I did not feel safe 
any longer and worried about what my four-year-old 
nephew would see or hear when we went up to get a 
Gelato on The Drive. 



There were increasing numbers of clearly disturbed young 
men just roaming the streets all day long, railing at God, 
themselves and the universe. Our cars were constant 
targets for vandalism as well, sometimes within 24 hours of 
being returned from repair from the last incident.

The Police were concerned and attentive but ultimately 
powerless to do anything for us. More than once I heard the 
opinion that a political decision had been made to clamp 
down on the downtown eastside and spread the problem 
more widely but thinly on the ground. I do know from many 
friends in the West End that the problem grew worse there 
right about the same time it did in around The Drive.

It wears you down when this is constantly going on around 
you and we just got tired of feeling under siege. Living in a 
neighbourhood should not have to be a struggle and it had 
become one. Anyway, we’re in a different area now and 
things are way quieter and we’re much more at ease. I’ll still 
go to The Drive to shop and eat, but it’ll be nice to come 
home to the new place and be able to relax.

Mairi Welman

Whilst I agree Commercial is coming along, it's a slow 
grind. I lived there in 2003 just after the Mayor's 
blitzkrieg on Hastings. What a time for Commercial. I 
had to leave and moved to Kits. Now wondering where 
to buy my first place and obviously looking east-side. 
Still wary of Commercial though, particularly for kids. 

Robert Napoli



RE:SPONSE
By David Pritchard

I've been playing around with Google Maps lately... a very 
nice Internet mapping tool, but also quite car-centric -
their maps show all the freeways, but no transit 
whatsoever. However, they recently released an API for 
creating customized maps. I put together a Google Map 
of Vancouver's main transit routes:

Click here.

It's fun to see the transit maps superimposed on the 
satellite imagery!  It's a bit slow, but I think TransLink
should try doing something like this for their online maps -
it's much easier to look at the station area when you can 
zoom all the way in.

p.s. next up... maps of the city bike routes?

http://david.enigmati.ca/maps/transit.html


Next issue: Henriquez’s Sylvia

To subscribe or 
comment,  
click here.  

For archives,  
click here.

http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags.asp
mailto:pricetags@shaw.ca

